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Control over chemical and biochemical processes by agents sensitive either to internal or external stimuli has attracted much attention in recent years. In particular photosensitive polyamines have been recently used to photo-trigger the hybridization/melting of DNA as well as to modify its intrinsic morphology. These results prompted us to synthesize azobenzene-based polyamine derivatives and study their impact towards human serum albumin (HSA), the principal extracellular protein in plasma, which is highly responsible for the proper biological activity exerted by exogenous compounds. It turns out that to assess and understand the binding mechanism of relevant compounds towards the HSA active sites is a critical step for the design of biomolecules-targeted probes. Herein, we show that both the mono- substituted Azo-4N and bi-substituted bis-Azo-4N azobenzene derivatives bind the protein template with moderate affinity and the number of positive charges along the polyamine moiety plays a pivotal role in stabilizing the photochrome–HSA adduct. Changes taking place in the fluorescence intensity of the tryptophan residue enabled us to determine the $K_{\text{on}}$ and $k_{\text{q}}$ parameters which provide evidence for a quenching driven by a static mechanism. Both $\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ of the binding process being negative indicates that the HSA–photochrome association is mainly stabilized by a combination of long-range interactions of ionic nature. The overlap between the donor (Trp-214) and acceptor (photochrome) spectra allowed to calculate the distance ($r$) and the rate ($k_{\text{ET}}$) of energy transfer. Investigation of the HSA structural components reveals that the azobenzene derivatives, in both their conformations, slightly affect the overall protein secondary structure and they do not change its native state. Direct comparison of our results achieved by using photosensitive polyamines with those previously reported for biogenic and analogous polyamines bound to HSA reveals that the azo motif does not enhance to a large degree the overall binding affinity of the photoswitches towards the globular protein and contributes only a little to affect its intrinsic morphology.

Introduction

Control over biological processes through the use of non-covalently bound photochromic units sensitive to internal or external stimuli represents an alternative strategy over the counter covalent approaches. Among the various types of stimuli used, such as electrical-field strength, temperature, molecular recognition, and pH value, photoregulation is particularly advantageous for modulating movement and conformation of the host material in which the photochrome is placed since the timing, location and strength of the light can be easily adjusted and controlled without loss of efficiency. In a recent series of papers the control over DNA compaction and decompaction through the use of photoresponsive azobenzene-based cationic molecules has been discussed. Zhou and coworkers showed that the formation and dissociation of G-quadruplexes of DNA could be induced by interconversion of the trans and cis forms of the azo compounds. Recently, Bergen and coworkers reported on the effective manipulation of DNA melting and hybridization by azobenzene-based guanidinium units. Even more recently, our group demonstrated that the intrinsic DNA chirality could be reversibly triggered by...
changing either the shape or the concentration of the non-covalently bound photosensitive polyamines [B-to-A and B-to-A-to-Z intermediate DNA transitions]. Along this direction, our group investigated the isomerization pathway of light-responsive azobenzenes through nonlinear optics (NLO) and quantum mechanics approaches in both solutions and liquid crystalline phases. This overall framework prompted us to investigate the interaction mechanism of azobenzene-based polyamines derivatives with human serum albumin (HSA). This study is highly relevant since HSA, the most abundant protein in the circulatory system, is well known to interact with a wide range of exogenous compounds modifying their pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties. Hence, understanding of the association process between the relevant compounds and serum proteins is a critical step for designing more specific and efficient biomolecules-targeted probes. In this paper, we report on the synthesis and bio-physical characterization of the binding interaction between the mono-substituted “Azo-4N” and bi-substituted “bis-Azo-4N” photoresponsive polyamines and HSA. We show that both the number of positive charges distributed along the substituent moiety and the changes in shape occurring on the photosomerization play a key role in stabilizing the HSA–photochrome adduct. Moreover, we demonstrate that the interconversion of the planar trans and bent cis forms do not lead to severe changes of the protein secondary structure in contrast with the results reported for the interaction of BSA with an azobenzene-based photosensitive surfactant (azoTAB). A direct comparison of our results with those previously reported for analogue and biogenic polyamines categorically establish that the azo moiety contributes only weakly to the overall adduct stabilization. This study represent the first attempt to shed light onto the complexation process between this emerging new class of photosensitive binders and human serum albumin.

Experimental

Materials

Common reagent-grade chemicals were used without further purification. Human serum albumin (HSA) and sodium cacodylate trihydrate were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chem. Co. Deionized water was used throughout all experiments. HSA, Azo-4N and bis-Azo-4N were dissolved in deionized water and kept under dark, except during UV irradiation. HSA concentration was determined by absorption spectroscopy. Sodium cacodylate trihydrate (1 × 10⁻² M) was used to control pH of the solutions (pH 7.2).

Sample irradiation

The photo-induced isomerization reactions of Azo-4N and bis-Azo-4N were performed by using a high pressure Hg Oriel lamp equipped with interference filters at 313 and 436 nm. The resulting light intensity was 0.41 mW cm⁻² at 313 nm (trans–cis) and 1.04 mW cm⁻² at 436 nm (cis–trans).

The Azo-4N and bis-Azo-4N trans-to-cis and cis-to-trans ratio was assessed by ¹H NMR spectroscopy according to the intensity ratios of the corresponding signals (data not shown). The trans : cis and cis : trans composition of the photostationary state was found to be 80 : 20 and 70 : 30 for Azo-4N and bis-Azo-4N, respectively. The effect of the UV irradiation on the protein structure was assessed by irradiating the HSA sample for 90 minutes and comparing the resulting emission and CD spectra with those of the non-irradiated biomolecule.

UV/Vis spectroscopy

The UV-Vis absorption spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 20 UV-Vis spectrometer at 298 K.

Fluorescent measurements

Steady-state fluorescence studies were carried out with a Hitachi F-4500 spectrofluorometer. An electronic thermostated water bath (PTP-1 Peltier system DBS) was used for controlling the temperature. The HSA concentration was kept constant (1 × 10⁻⁵ M) and samples were titrated with incremental addition of Azo-4N or bis-Azo-4N (1–7 × 10⁻⁵ M dark solution) until no appreciable changes of the emission intensity were seen, indicating saturation of the interaction. Under those circumstances (excess of ligand and reaching of the stoichiometry) the quantitative binding data analysis were carried out taking into account the composition of the photostationary state and the inner filter effect (IFE). It is worth noting that, in order to avoid dilution issues, the titration experiments were done by keeping the volume of the samples constant throughout the whole investigation.

Circular dichroism

CD measurements were performed at 298 K in the wavelength range of 180–300 nm at different photochrome/HSA ratios and keeping constant the HSA concentration. Before use, the optical chamber of the CD spectrometer was deoxygenated with dry nitrogen and was held under nitrogen atmosphere during the measurements. Each spectrum was averaged from five successive accumulations. The protein secondary structure was computed by using the K2D3 software.

Results and discussion

Synthesis

The compounds Azo-4N and bis-Azo-4N (Fig. 1) were synthesized following the procedure recently reported by us for the analogous mono-substituted Azo-2N and Azo-3N. Detailed information on the synthesis, characterization and computation are given in the (ESI) section p.S2-17. The pKᵣ values of the amine groups along the substituent chain were determined by using the MarvinSketch software. These values enabled to calculate the net positive charge of the azobenzene derivatives being the object of the present study at physiological pH (see ESI for details concerning the equations used and the derived values, p.S17). It turned out that the insertion of various amine groups along the azo moiety allowed us to obtain polyamines with a different overall charge distribution.
Assessing the photophysical properties of Azo-4N, bis-Azo-4N and HSA

The UV-Vis absorption spectra of both Azo-4N and bis-Azo-4N in dark condition featured mainly two bands located at ~330 and ~430 nm corresponding to $\pi$-$\pi^*$ and $n$-$\pi^*$ electronic transitions, respectively. The $\pi$-$\pi^*$ absorption band was characterized by a molar extinction coefficient $\varepsilon = 3 \times 10^4$ M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$, whereas the weak $n$-$\pi^*$ band had a $\varepsilon = 2 \times 10^3$ M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$. Upon UV light irradiation a monotonic hypochromism along with a shift of the emission maximum towards shorter wavelength was observed for the band located in the near UV region, whereas the band in the visible region underwent remarkable hyperchromism. Fig. 2 shows the interconversion pathway between the relevant forms of the azobenzene photoswitches.

Before assessing the azobenzene derivatives response towards HSA, the inability of the photochromes to induce any formation of aggregates was verified. As reported in detail in the ESI section (Fig. S3 and S4†), a linear dependence of absorbance vs. photochrome concentration was observed ruling out any formation of higher order molecular structure within the concentration range used throughout the whole experiment.13

The intrinsic fluorescent intensity of HSA has been usually ascribed to the tryptophan residue (Trp-214) located within the cavity of subdomain IIA and to the tyrosine residues distributed along the whole polypeptide chain.21,26 When excited with a 280 nm wavelength the free protein displayed an emission maximum located at 340 nm (Fig. 3).

Before testing the HSA fluorescence response in the presence of the photochromes the dependence of the protein as a function of UV irradiation was assessed through fluorescence and circular dichroism methods. As reported in the ESI section (Fig. S5 and S6†) both emission and CD spectra were not affected by the presence of the UV light even after an hour and half of irradiation pointing out that the changes that will be discussed further on are not an artifact of the experimental conditions used but the direct outcome of the effective interaction between HSA and the photochromes.

When both Azo-4N (Fig. 3) and bis-Azo-4N (Fig. S7†) were added to the free protein solution a monotonic steady-state quenching of the intrinsic HSA fluorescence intensity was observed. These changes can be ascribed to the effective interaction between the photochromes and the Trp-214 residue located in the hydrophobic cavity of the subdomain IIA of the serum protein.21 It is worth noting that, even if the extent of quenching found was similar for both the isomers (>70%), the elongated planar trans forms gave rise to a significant bathochromic effect ($\Delta\lambda_{Azo-4N-HSA} = 25$ nm; $\Delta\lambda_{bis-Azo-4N-HSA} = 20$ nm) whereas the bent cis form did not. These changes can be ascribed to the effect that the isomerization had on the dipole moment of the molecules. The trans form is planar and presents a more hydrophobic character, whereas the non-planar cis form is more hydrophilic and thus more easily exposed to a water-like environment.27 It turns out that the planar conformation allowed the azobenzene motif to fit easily the hydrophobic cavity of the protein where the tryptophan residue is located, whereas the bent form decreased to some extent its binding ability. It also interesting to note that the red shift appeared larger for Azo-4N compared to bis-Azo-4N. The difference may be due to the bigger free volume that the bis-derivatives take up along the protein binding site that of the analogous mono-substituted which could hamper the proper overlapping of the $\pi$ orbitals of the ligand with those of the amino acid residues.
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**Fig. 1** Molecular structure and interconversion pathway of bis-Azo-4N (top panel) and Azo-4N (lower panel). The red, blue and white colors indicate oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen atoms, respectively.
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**Fig. 2** Photoisomerization process of (A) Azo-4N and (B) bis-Azo-4N. Black and red lines depict the photochromes in trans (−UV) and cis (+UV) forms, respectively. [Azo-4N (dark)] = $2 \times 10^{-5}$ M.
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**Fig. 3** Fluorescence emission spectra of HSA in the absence (black line) and presence of Azo-4N in (A) trans form (−UV) and (B) cis form (+UV). [HSA] = $1 \times 10^{-5}$ M and [Azo-4N (dark)] = $0–6 \times 10^{-5}$ M. $r$ is the molar ratio defined as [Azo-4N (dark)]/[HSA].
Quantitative evidence of the HSA–photochrome interactions

At this stage we wanted to analyse quantitatively the binding strength of the azobenzene derivatives toward the protein template. In order to achieve exclusively the contribution of the pure isomeric forms the complex, uncomplexed and free concentrations of the photosensitive polyamines were systematically corrected based on both the trans : cis ratio and the IFE effect.28

It is known that the Stern–Volmer analysis enables one to describe properly the quenching mechanisms encountered in the study of biological systems.29 The nature of quenching is usually classified as either dynamic or static. Dynamic quenching results from the diffusive collision of the excited fluorophore and the quencher and has a marked entropic character, whereas static quenching is usually observed when the fluorophore and the quencher form a stable non-fluorescent ground-state adduct.29–31 In order to distinguish between these two different types of mechanism we processed our data using the following equation:29–31

\[
\frac{F_0}{F} = 1 + k_q [Q] = 1 + K_{sv} [Q]
\]

(1)

where \(F_0\) and \(F\) are the emission intensities of the protein in absence and presence of the photochrome, \(k_q\) is the bimolecular quenching rate constant, \(\tau_0\) is the average excited-state lifetime of HSA taken as 3.53 ns,32 \(K_{sv}\) is the Stern–Volmer constant and \([Q]\) is the concentration of the azobenzene derivatives.

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the ratio of the emission intensities and the corrected photochrome concentrations.

The linear behaviour of the Stern–Volmer plots suggests that a single class of fluorophore-quencher takes part in the association process. As reported in Table 1, the magnitudes of the \(K_{sv}\) values decreased on increasing the temperature. It is known that higher temperatures lead to faster diffusion and thus larger amount of collisional quenching, whereas in the case of static mechanism the increase in temperature can lead to dissociating the non-fluorescent complex held together by weak ionic and non-ionic forces.29 The \(K_{sv}\)-temperature trend observed here is a clear indication that the photosensitive polyamines form a non-fluorescent complex with the serum protein through a static mechanism of interaction. Further evidence was also provided by calculating the bimolecular quenching rate constants of the complexed protein. As shown in Table 1, the \(k_q\) values were found to range between \(10^{12}\) and \(10^{13}\) M\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\). These values are much higher than the maximum diffusion collisional quenching rate of various quenchers with biopolymers \(\approx 2.0 \times 10^{10}\) M\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\), unambiguously emphasizing the static nature of the quenching encountered.31

The changes occurring in the intrinsic fluorescence intensity of the protein upon complexation gave the opportunity to calculate the association constants and the number of binding sites (Table 2). In order to accomplish this task both the modified Stern–Volmer equation (eqn 2)) and the Scatchard analysis (eqn (3)) were used:33

\[
\frac{F_0}{(F_0 - F)} = \frac{1}{K_a f_a [Q]^n} + \frac{1}{f_a}
\]

(2)

\[
r \frac{D_l}{D_i} = nK_b - rK_b
\]

(3)

where \(K_a\) and \(K_b\) are the association constants calculated by using the modified Stern–Volmer and Scatchard equations, respectively, \(D_l\) is the concentration of the free ligand and \(f_a\) is the fraction of the fluorophore accessible to the quencher which is equivalent to the number of binding sites \(n\).

Table 1 Stern–Volmer \((K_{sv})\) and bimolecular quenching rate \((k_q)\) constants calculated for the photochrome–HSA systems at 298 and 309 K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>(K_{sv}) (M(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(k_q) (M(^{-1}) s(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azo-4N (-UV)</td>
<td>(5.5 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4</td>
<td>(1.6 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azo-4N (+UV)</td>
<td>(2.6 \pm 0.1) \times 10^4</td>
<td>(7.4 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{12}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azo-4N (-UV)</td>
<td>(3.7 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4</td>
<td>(1.9 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azo-4N (+UV)</td>
<td>(1.6 \pm 0.1) \times 10^4</td>
<td>(4.5 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{12}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-Azo-4N  (-UV)</td>
<td>(6.3 \pm 0.5) \times 10^4</td>
<td>(1.8 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-Azo-4N (+UV)</td>
<td>(3.2 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4</td>
<td>(9.1 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{12}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-Azo-4N  (-UV)</td>
<td>(4.2 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4</td>
<td>(1.2 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-Azo-4N (+UV)</td>
<td>(2.2 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4</td>
<td>(6.2 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{12}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Association constants \((K_a\) and \(K_b\)) and number of binding sites \((f_a\) and \(n\)) calculated by using the modified Stern–Volmer and Scatchard equations at 298 and 309 K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>(K_a) (M(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(K_b) (M(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(f_a)</th>
<th>(n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azo-4N (-UV)</td>
<td>((5.7 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>((5.4 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azo-4N (+UV)</td>
<td>((2.1 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>((2.2 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azo-4N (-UV)</td>
<td>((3.5 \pm 0.4) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>((3.3 \pm 0.4) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azo-4N (+UV)</td>
<td>((1.4 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>((1.3 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-Azo-4N (-UV)</td>
<td>((6.5 \pm 0.5) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>((6.1 \pm 0.4) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-Azo-4N (+UV)</td>
<td>((2.8 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>((2.7 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-Azo-4N (-UV)</td>
<td>((4.2 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>((4.5 \pm 0.4) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-Azo-4N (+UV)</td>
<td>((1.7 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>((1.6 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As depicted in Fig. 5 and S8–S11, the binding isotherms were found to be linear either using eqn (2) or (3) indicating that a single class of sites binding through a non-cooperative process take part in the association mechanism between the protein and the azo compounds. This statement was also further confirmed by the values found for $f_a$ and $n$ being close to unity.

It is important to note that the calculated binding constants followed the order: bis-Azo-4N (−UV) 298 K > Azo-4N (−UV) 298 K > bis-Azo-4N (−UV) 309 K > Azo-4N (−UV) 309 K > bis-Azo-4N (+UV) 298 K > Azo-4N (+UV) 298 K > bis-Azo-4N 309 K > Azo-4N (−UV) 309 K. At this stage some conclusions can be drawn:

(i) The planar conformer (reduced free-volume) showed a larger affinity to HSA than the bent cis form indicating that the photoisomerization of the compounds could affect the binding strength of the photoswitches.

(ii) As a direct consequence, the orientation and magnitude of the dipole moment of the azobenzene derivatives played a pivotal role in stabilizing the HSA–photochrome adducts.

(iii) The number of the positive charges distributed along the polyamine moieties could unambiguously direct and orient the probes toward the protein active sites.

(iv) The temperature effect, as shown previously, can reduce long and short-range interactions between the studied ligands and the peptide chains.

The calculated binding constants are in good agreement with those found for a wide variety of HSA-binders and their relatively moderate strength might not compromise the ability of the compounds to exert functions towards other biomolecules.

In order to better assess the parameters calculated for the newly synthesized photosensitive polyamines a direct comparison with the data reported for biogenic and analogue polyamines bound to HSA was undertaken. Tajmir-Riahi et al. have shown that polyamines displayed association constants ranging from $10^3$ to $10^4$ M$^{-1}$ when bound to HSA and that the biogenic polyamines–HSA affinity was strictly a function of the number of positive charges at the nitrogen atoms. It turns out that the photochromes being the object of the present study behave in a similar way to the polyamines previously described and that the azobenzene motif only moderately contributes to enhancing the overall binding constant of the photoswitches toward the serum protein.

### The thermodynamic parameters

The effect of temperature on the equilibrium binding constant provided the possibility to elucidate the thermodynamic parameters ($\Delta H$, $\Delta S$ and $\Delta G$) involved in the interaction processes. To accomplish this goal we used the van’t Hoff equation:

$$\ln \frac{K_{a,2}}{K_{a,1}} = \frac{\Delta H}{R} \times \left( \frac{1}{T_1} - \frac{1}{T_2} \right)$$

where $K_{a,1}$ and $K_{a,2}$ are the association constants calculated by using eqn (2) at $T_1 = 298$ and $T_2 = 309$ K, respectively.

The values are summarized in Table S2† and shown in Fig. 6. Both enthalpy ($\Delta H$) and entropy ($\Delta S$) changes were found to be negative for all the azobenzenes studied. It turned out that the forming of complex between this class of light-activated probes and the protein template is enthalpic driven. We can deduce that long-range interactions such as: van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding, dipole–dipole interactions and dehydration effects play a pivotal role in the stabilization of the adducts. The negative free energy ($\Delta G$) highlights the spontaneity of the processes. Such results could be expected, regarding the intrinsic polarization of the HSA structure at physiological pH, since its isoelectric point pI $\sim 5$ confers to the protein a net overall negative charge which might direct and orientate the positive charged ligands toward its active sites.

### Förster resonance energy transfer

As shown in Fig. 7 and S12,† the fluorescence emission spectrum of the protein overlaps with the absorption spectrum of the azo-compounds in both their relevant isomeric forms. Thus we speculate that energy transfer between the donor (Trp-214) and acceptor (photosensitive polyamines) molecules can occur with a high probability.

To gain insight in the proximity between the excited (donor) and neighbour (acceptor) molecules the Förster theory for non-
radiative energy transfer (FRET) was used. First, we calculated the overlap integral for each photochrome(±UV)-HSA system by using the following equation:25

$$J = \frac{\int_0^\infty F_D(\lambda)\varepsilon_A(\lambda)\lambda^4d\lambda}{\int_0^\infty F_D(\lambda)d\lambda}$$

(5)

where $F_D$, $\varepsilon_A$, and $\lambda$ are the corrected fluorescence intensity of the Trp-214 residue, the extinction coefficient of the acceptor and the wavelength, respectively.

The relative values were than processed to calculate the critical energy transfer distance defined as:

$$R_0^6 = 8.79 \times 10^{-25}K^2n^{-4}\varphi J$$

(6)

where $K$ is the orientation factor taken as 2/3,26 $n$ is the refractive index of the medium and $\varphi$ is the fluorescence quantum yield of the protein ($\varphi = 0.118$).24,25

Finally by using eqn (7) we determined the Förster radius ($r$) and the relative efficiency of transfer ($E$):

$$E = 1 - \frac{F}{F_0} = \frac{R_0^6}{R_0^6 + r^6}$$

(7)

The calculated parameters are reported in Table S3.† The Förster radius ($r$) was found to be $\approx 3$ nm for each studied system while the efficiency of transfer was between $\approx 0.3$ and 0.5. The $r$ values fell within the 2-to-8 nm and $0.5R_0 < r < 1.5R_0$ range pointing to a high probability of energy transfer between the acceptor and donor molecules (Trp-214) and confirming the origin of the static quenching discussed previously.23 These results constitute a clear evidence that the photochromic probes are located in the proximity of the tryptophan residue within the subdomain IIA. This statement has been also further confirmed by displacement assay in which the well-known site II-binder warfarin was replaced by the addition of increasing concentration of the azobenzene derivatives (see ESI p.S22†).

According to the FRET theory the rate of energy transfer could be evaluated by using the following equation:32

$$k_{ET} = \tau^{-1} \times \left(\frac{R_0}{r}\right)^6$$

(8)

where $\tau_{HSA} = 3.53$ ns.37 The derived values reported in Table S3† indicate that the non-radiative energy transfer can efficiently compete with the radiative deactivation of the tryptophan residue.

Probing the conformational regulation of the HSA structure by the photochromic units

To determine if the azobenzene derivatives were able to perturb the HSA secondary structure circular dichroism measurement were carried out at fixed protein concentration. As shown in Fig. 8 and S14† the free-HSA spectrum is comprised of two negative dichroic maxima located at 208 and 222 nm. Changes in shape or shifting in $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of the negative ellipticities are thus indicative of modification occurring to the native state of the biomolecule.38 Upon addition of the photochromes, in both their conformations, a slight decrease of the dichroic band without shifting of the maxima were observed indicating weak changes in the HSA $\alpha$-helix percentage.

In order to assess quantitatively the structural variation caused by the photochrome on the HSA structure the data were processed by using the K2D3 software25 and the results are depicted in Fig. 9 and reported in Table S4†.

Interestingly, both the mono and the bis-substituted compounds decreased to similar extent the $\alpha$-helix component <10%, whereas they increased in a comparable way the $\beta$-sheet percentage $\approx 3\%$. These changes are indicative of a weak destabilization of the protein moiety occurring without any denaturation process and unambiguously highlight the inability of the photosensitive molecules to fold and unfold the protein structure reversibly. These findings are in stark contrast with those reported for the interaction of BSA with an azobenzene-based photosresponsive surfactant (azoTAB).22 We speculate that the nature of this inconsistency can be ascribed to both the different physicochemical properties of the azobenzene derivatives (see ESI p.S22†).
photosensitive molecules and the experimental conditions used. AzoTAB consists of a surfactant motif which can undergo aggregation in solution, whereas the photosensitive polyamines, the object of the present contribution, did not show formation of higher order molecular structure within the concentration range used. A further discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that we performed our secondary structure investigation by CD spectroscopy while the impact of azo-TAB on the BSA template was monitored by FT-IR measurements. The latter technique required a much higher concentration of ligand ($\approx 10^{-2}$ M) compared to the former ($\approx 10^{-5}$ M) which could influence the interaction mechanism of the photochromes with the serum proteins. Furthermore, the sequence homology between HSA and BSA is reported to be around 70%, a factor that can affect the specificity of binding. On the other hand, it is worth noting that the secondary structure changes occurring in the HSA moiety upon complexation with our photoswitches are in good agreement with those reported for biogenic polyamines bringing clear evidence that the unsubstituted azobenzene motif affects the overall tertiary structure of the protein in its native state only weakly (vide supra).

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have discussed the synthesis and binding characteristics of two azobenzene-based polyamines with various distributed positive charges toward human serum albumin. We have unambiguously determined that the nature of the substituent groups along the azobenzene moiety plays a pivotal role in stabilization of the HSA–photochrome adducts. The bio-physical parameters calculated by exploiting the emission quenching of the intrinsic tryptophan residue occurring upon complexation point to the static nature of the quenching observed. These results were also supported by the calculation of the Förster radius and rate of energy transfer for each photochrome($\pm$UV)–HSA system. The magnitude of the binding constants found for the photosensitive polyamines as well as the perturbations on the protein secondary structure are comparable with those found for biogenic polyamines bound to HSA. Moreover, the slight changes occurring in the native state of the protein upon switching the photochrome conformation revealed that the azobenzene motif contributes weakly to either effect or stabilize the structural components of the serum protein. These results represent a step forward for understanding the biological effects that this new emerging class of photochromes exert towards biomacromolecules and sheds light onto this important in vitro complexation.
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